THE VALUE vs FORCE™ EDUCATIONAL SERIES

““Our results are a direct reflection of our commitment to our businesses
and our lives. Commitment and results can no more be separated from
each other than a body can be separated from its shadow.””
—Darylle Dennis

The Power Series Classes
Personal Power is a continual alignment with our core energies. Those energies are initially activated
from our intentions, our focus and our values. The Power Series addresses the specifics of
internal alignment and the foundation of our character.
The Power of Intention

The Power of Momentum

Intention is a generator of power, which makes things move. When our
intentions are purposeful and making a difference, we launch a powerful
momentum. Intention brings about amazing results from the goals and
objectives we’ve launched with our intentions.

Momentum is rarely acknowledged or given credit as the most
significant aspect of a continued string of successes. Momentum is
also responsible for many surprising outcomes/results. Learn how to
launch momentum and keep it in motion! Less effort and plentiful
opportunities become available.

The Power of the Gap
Our creative genius and artistry are expressed during the Gap Period,
which is the time in between setting the goal and its arrival. When we
set a goal and there is no evidence of movement, we tend to doubt.
During the Gap Period, find the path of positivity, and enjoy seeing the
goal travel on its way! Look through a mode of receiving, a mode of
expectation. This is how manifestation works.

The Power of Commitment
Professionals across the spectrum of industries would, without fail,
accomplish what they set out to accomplish if they understood
and adopted The Power of Commitment. Commitment isn’t
merely a factor to success; commitment is the reason we succeed!
Commitment = Results!

The Power of Communication
The solution for healthy communication is alignment with a higher
intention. Building together is a higher intention. An intention to be
of value launches the highest form of communication.
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The Power of Focus

The Power of Courage

The Power of Focus introduces and validates a direct path to our full
potential, creativity and genius. Imagine applying our full-out potential
in our business-building activities! Our perspectives and our processes
shift organically according to each situation, and with remarkable speed
and influence. Einstein said, “Genius is the ability to focus, the ability to
concentrate.”

The Power of Courage in our educational series teaches what courage
is and how to produce a surge of power of such magnitude, your win
will be imminent. Courage is a choice to act. Courage has the power
to activate our deeper potentials, which behavioral scientists have
studied for decades. We are born with a dominant driving force for
self-actualization: self fully realized. Courage exists side by side with our
potentials and is a birthright, ready and available the moment we call
upon it!

The Power of Integrity
Integrity is a builder of confidence and an opener of opportunity.
Integrity addresses becoming effective and productive in a moment,
which results in quantum leaps in our income streams. This quantum
leap is possible when each one of us revisits our relationship with our
word. Integrity is one of those long-standing, misunderstood jewels!
Self-worth and empowerment are available to all, and they are called
INTEGRITY!

The Power of No Thank You
The Power of No Thank You offers an exploration clarifying the
significance this subject holds, which affects most professions.
Professions with vulnerability and high-stress clients can be most
challenging when behavior goes negative. The Power of No Thank You
teaches us how to evaluate each situation causing difficulty. Learn how
to restore a healthy relationship, and as a last resort, how to disconnect
in a way that holds no drama, blame or stress. You will be amazed at
what happens next!

The Power of Belief Systems
Our beliefs are agreements made with ourselves holding expectations
that our beliefs are true. Ultimately, we believe our decisions support
a successful life. We will explore areas of our beliefs and offer exercises
to renegotiate our agreements with ourselves. New belief systems based
in Quantum Physics, the science of possibilities, will shine a new and
bright light on how to apply this science and what is possible to create.

The Power of Self-Determination
Self-Determination is a choice we make for our own reasons, which is
why self-determination is so powerful. When we choose to win in our
lives, we launch tremendous energy that opens so much opportunity
right before our very eyes! Learn how to activate a self-determined
objective to break through any situation.
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The Power of Value
Mark Twain said, “The two most important days of your life are
the day you were born and the day you find out why.” Abraham
Maslow’s behavioral science studies also revealed the inter-relationship
between the goal and purpose of our life and the longevity of our life.
Contributing and making a difference is inherent in our identity and
fundamental to our fulfillment and success. The significance of being
of value and making a difference has a direct impact on the quality and
length of our lives. “A rising tide lifts all boats. Be a rising tide.”

The Power of Gratitude
The Power of Gratitude offers a deeper and broader perspective on
what gratitude truly is. When we become conscious of the energy flows
between people and the quality of gratitude as an energy, we begin to
experience quantum leaps in the benefits of goodness flooding our lives,
in all aspects: Personal, Financial, Professional, Physical and Spiritual.
Gratitude directly affects areas of our lives that matter to us: success,
prosperity, opportunity, health, relationships and fulfillment. Gratitude
clearly communicates the value we place on our relationships, both
professional and personal.

The Power of Receivability – Full Day
The Power of Effective Goal Receiving will explain the fundamental
dynamics taking place when goals are received. The goal receiving
exercises are unique from any other goal exercises offered today. There
are nine aspects to opening a pathway to allow goals in our lives. Each
workshop environment is designed for a proactive and interactive
experience for those attending. Each participant will be able to learn and
apply these nine steps immediately. For those who are convinced that
setting goals does not work, this powerful, transformational goal exercise
will surely change minds: the results received will leave no doubt.
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